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Economy: March’s alarming inflation figure of 4.7% made the government launch a set of measures
aimed at abating inflation and moderating consumption drops (they froze the Non-Intervention Zone,
the electricity tariff and 64 goods in the basic consumption basket). However, Argentina witnessed
another exchange rate shock. Because of this, the IMF authorized the Central Bank to sell
international reserves below the upper band (51.5 ARS per USD) and raised the daily interventions
above the NIZ. We esimate that Argentina’s authorities have not communicated the arrangement to
intimidate ―though not with much― the market. The bluff worked to abate pressures in the short term
but international reserves should be used wisely, since there is a limited amount. The Government will
resort a currency appreciation to win elections, but the Treasury and CB sells reduce the reserves
available to pay debt. Lowering exchange rate stress facilitates the fulfilment of the scheme agreed
with the IMF, but it could be very harmful for the country if this leads to currency appreciation. An
appreciated peso can temporarily reduce the debt-to-GDP ratio, but does not allow to achieve growth
with a sizable trade surplus. Only a stable and competitive real exchange rate can guarantee debt
payments in hard currency.

Politics: The Government has always had one certainty: Cristina Kirchner is the best opponent to fight
in an election, since she has the highest rejection levels. But in a Macri vs. CFK ballotage scenario,
Macri’s triumph is no longer guaranteed: CFK would beat him by 1.8%. This does not challenge the
strategy of going against CFK, but does open the question about who is the best candidate to
compete, Macri or Vidal? Vidal improves Cambiemos’ competitiveness by 4/5 p.p. If the economic
crisis gets worse, Macri will have to consider ceding his candidacy to this better alternative or to
otherwise experience the rejection of his own supporters. Between the voters which do not wish for
CFK to win there is a considerable inclination to change their vote to choose a better option to halt her
return to power. Therefore, if Macri decides to run and face CFK despite the chances of his defeat, this
threat could entice Macri’s voters to look for another alternative (maybe Lavagna?)
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Economy: With a lag of more than 20 days, the National Institute of Statistics (INE) reported that GDP
growth in 2018 was 4.2%, same as year 2017. Although it was the highest rate in South America, the
expansion was lessened by the drop of 7.8% in hydrocarbons, affected both by lower demand from
neighboring countries as well as by supply restrictions. In contrast, agriculture grew at 6.9%, driven by
the gradual operation of the project to introduce ethanol into gasoline, of which sugarcane is used as
main input. Considering its effect on the industry, manufacturing growth was 5.5%, also driven by the
production of basic chemical products. It was notorious the deceleration of construction with a
moderate expansion of 3.5% of, in line with less dynamism of the residential construction. Given the
revision to the three preliminary quarterly figures, yearly growth was increased by almost half a
percentage point above the previous forecast. This resulted in a slight downward revision of the 2020
projection, around 4%. In the labor market, the government ruled that the annual salary increase will
be 3% to the national minimum wage (USD309 monthly from this month) and 4% for the rest of wages.
Although it was the lowest increase in the 13 years of the government of President Morales, it
generated disagreement in the private sector because its magnitude is not consistent with the
environment of stagnating sales and falling profits since 2015.

Politics: Within a context of political discussion before the presidential election in October, the national
media environment was shaken by an investigation concluding that a group of police authorities
collaborated with a drug trafficking network. There were several layoffs in the police, where a process
of restructuring his being initiated. In this context, the discussion of the main candidates running to
presidency has focused, on the one hand, on improving institutions and governability and, on the other
hand, on measures that promote economic activity and employment.
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Economy: The Brazilian economy faces signs of difficulties for a stronger resumption of growth. The
combination of domestic and international factors anticipates a framework of future difficulties,
reinforcing a more conservative view of the economic cycle in the first year of Bolsonaro's term. Not
surprisingly, Tendências revised the activity projections for the end of the year, especially the revision
of the projection of growth from 2.0% to 1.6%. The disappointing current results added to the
complicated political framework contribute to the reversal of the expectations of the economic agents.
Tendências' reading is that the future voting signals of the Social Security reform may generate a more
dynamic second half for the activity. Brazilian assets suffer from this uncertainty in the short term.
Such a scenario, however, should not generate strong macroeconomic instability. The inflationary
picture remains comfortable, which would allow a reduction of the interest rate during the second
semester. This scenario, however, remains at high risk because of the very challenging policy
framework.

Politics: The political framework is still marked by strong instability, especially in the face of conflicts
within the Bolsonarism. The stirring between the ideological and military core continues to create
constraints on the president with negative effects on the credibility of the government. The perception
of misrule is increasing, which has caused important changes in the reading of the economic agents in
relation to the current administration. In spite of this instability, the pension reform is still underway in
the Chamber after the CCJ vote. The board of approval in the Chamber before the parliamentary
recess is less and less viable. The basic scenario continues to be supported by the adoption of the
measure in October 2019. The lack of formal political coalition weakens the powers of the
government's agenda, especially in relation to pension reform. Parliamentarians are afraid to
strengthen the government because of high political centralization. In any case, the government shows
signs of greater pragmatism in its relationship with Congress.
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Economy: The first quarter ended with growth, preliminarily estimated at 1.8%, the worst since the
second quarter of 2017. In seasonally adjusted terms, annualized growth slowed to 0.4%, but with a
strong influence from mining, that contracted almost 20%, also in seasonally adjusted and annualized
terms. The rains of the altiplanic winter explained this result, which should be reversed in the coming
months. Non-mining activity grew 2.5% compared to the first quarter of 2018 and 2.8% quarterly
seasonally adjusted and annualized.

The official growth goal, recently revised to 3.5% from 3.8%, seems very difficult to meet. A 3% seems
more likely, since sectoral and other data show some weakness in consumption and some brake on
investment, as well as a pessimistic level of consumer expectations and neutrality of investors. Credit
seems to have stopped growing, although it remains reasonably high, while salaries are showing signs
of recovery. This could translate into a rebound in consumption in the coming months.

Politics: The unforced errors continue to characterize the management of President Piñera, although
to a lesser extent than in his first government. In the recent trip to China, where several agreements
were signed, he affirmed that "each country gives itself the government it wants", turning a blind eye to
the dictatorship in that country. In addition, he was accompanied on the trip by two of his children who
participated in some official meetings. All this overshadowed the visit and has been used by the
opposition to cover their own inconsistencies and errors. The president's popularity stands at 35% and
that destabilizes him and drives him to overexpose himself.

In addition, the loss of prestige has been eating away at more and more institutions of the country,
which already reaches a dangerous volume due to the messages it delivers and the feeling of impunity
that remains. It is a complex fact that must be solved as soon as possible, but those responsible do not
seem to be up to the task.

In the legislative is a hectic year: tax, pension, labor and health reforms, already are under discussion
in Congress.
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Economy: The economic growth indicators of the United States and the Euro Zone for the first quarter
of 2019 were higher than what the market expected and inflation in both regions remained stable.
Under this scenario, Econometría Consultores maintains most of its forecasts constant. However, the
effects of the trade war between the United States and China have generated pressures on the
exchange rate, which has presented a significant devaluation during April and May. If this trend is
maintained in the exchange rate higher economic growth could be expected (current forecast of 3.2%)
led by better performance of exports, a decrease in the fiscal deficit (forecast at -2.5%) and in the
current account deficit (forecast at -3.5%) and possible increases in inflation (current forecast of 3.4%)
led by the tradable goods sector. It is important to note that this higher economic growth generated by
the relatively good performance of the international scenario could be undermined by the recent
negative behavior of the Colombian labor market.

Politics: The political environment in Colombia in April was complex. In this month there was a broad
debate regarding the implementation of the JEP (Jurisdicción Especial para la Paz). President Ivan
Duque presented a serie of objections that were rejected forcefully in the House of Representatives,
while in the Senate there was no definitive rejection of it. From a political point of view, these
objections are already sunk but the wear that this debate produced had negative effects for the
government, mainly, because it impeded an adequate debate of the National Development Plan (NDP)
presented by the new appointed Government. Currently, the NDP is about to be approved by law,
however, possible demands are foreseen in the near future. Punctually, the NDP included tariffs to
garments which cannot be fixed by the legislative but by the executive branch. On the other hand,
there is no explicit description of what expenditures will be made to carry out the commitments for the
implementation of the peace agreement and this may be the subject of debate in the future. Similarly,
the NDP opens the possibility to study the feasibility of exploiting oil using unconventional methods
(fracking) which may be appealed by environmental sectors.
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Economy: The Costa Rican economy is showing slight signs of improvement in terms of price levels,
employment and production. Interannual inflation raised to 2,07% in April, reaching the Central Bank´s
target range for the first time in 2019; this raise was mostly driven by the increase in fuel prices. After a
strong increase in the unemployment rate at the end of last year, the figure for the first quarter of 2019
presented a slight decrease from 12% to 11,3%; although statistically insignificant, this change is
largely explained by informal employment and underemployment. Regarding production, the Monthly
Index of Economic Activity and the Consumer Confidence Index (CII) signal a recovery in February,
after the low levels observed by the end of 2018. In addition, the enactment of the Tax Reform at the
end of 2018 has allowed the Treasury to generate confidence in the market, with a direct impact on
lower interest rates. The lower interest rates reflect less market pressures, helping the Treasury to
improve its debt management. Nonetheless, these slight signs of improvement should be taken with
caution amid the enforcement of the new tax reform in the second half of the year, which is expected
to have a recessive effect on the economy.

Politics: This May, President Carlos Alvarado concluded the first of his four-year appointment with the
tax reform as his main achievement. Furthermore, the official political party reached an agreement to
stay in the Directorate of the Congress. In addition, the country continued its efforts to reach the
incorporation into the OECD. In this direction, Congress approved a law to strengthen the
independence of the Central Bank and decrease political influences over the appointment of its
president. Also, there was a recent law approval in first debate to reinforce the National Institute of
Statistics and Census (INEC) and enhance the country´s capacity to generate better indicators and
data. These efforts add up to the structural changes the government is trying to implement in areas
such as economy’s decarbonization, red tape reduction, better credit access and public transport
sectorization, among others.
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Economy: During the first four months of 2019 the Central Government’s global deficit amounted a
total of $143 million, which represented a 75 percent reduction with respect to the same period of
2018. This deficit reduction is due to a 4,3 percent increase in revenues (both tax and oil revenues)
and a 2,4 percent decrease in spending. Indeed, the adjustment variable has been investment
spending although there is some evidence of a reduction effort within the salaries account. This
tendency observed in the Central Government should also be followed throughout the Nonfinancial
Public Sector that includes sectional governments, social security and public companies, due to the
goals established with the IMF that refer to a primary surplus for the Nonfinancial Public Sector. This
goal, nonetheless, excludes oil revenues and hence the effort to cut back spending and possibly to
raise tax collection should be higher. In that regard, since May 13th an IMF mission will be visiting the
country to conduct its quarterly inspection on the goals established in the agreement. In fact, this
agreement and the increase in oil prices has allowed the country risk to descend from 800 basis points
in early 2019 to 550 (average) in April.

Politics: In the beginning of May a new corruption scandal related to the former government of Rafael
Correa emerged. This is connected to campaign contributions that Rafael Correa (now fugitive) and
Jorge Glas (now prisoner) would have irregularly received from various companies, among which
Odebrecht stands out. The scandal, which is being investigated by the National Prosecution office that
has already taken actions on the matter, implicates also other members close to Correa (“corresístas”),
some of which are current assemblymen. This information was revealed by the same journalists that
not along ago published an investigation about offshore accounts that supposedly belong to close
members of President Lenin Moreno’s inner circle. He asked the justice to investigate these accounts.
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Economy: Recently, the National Institute of Statistics and Geography (INEGI, acronym in spanish)
presented the data of the GDP for the first quarter of 2019. This source indicates that at annual rate, the
growth was moderate of the order of 1.25%, although with respect to the previous quarter a contraction of
0.2% is observed. Estimations of Consultores Internacionales, S.C.® of annual growth remain between
1.4% and 1.7%, although there remains to be expected the dynamics of the relevant factors for the
Mexican economy, such as the performance of the US manufacturing sector, the signing of the USMCA,
the closing of the border and the pressures that could be generated at the exchange rate and inflation.

In terms of prices, April reports the highest inflation of the year, 4.4% at annual rate. The above as the
effect of the Easter, that generated increases in several food products and services like hotels,
restaurants and air transport. On the other hand, the analysts will pay attention to the decisions of the
Bank of Mexico in the third week of May. Apparently, there will be no changes in the benchmark interest
rate, remaining at 8.25%, the highest level since 2009.

Politics: On May 1st, the National Development Plan (PND, acronym in spanish) was presented, the
guiding instrument for planning and public policies in Mexico that will be in effect during the administration
of President López Obrador. The PND faces important challenges; on the one hand, to find the economic
and financial congruence and credibility and to try to recompose the initial setback of an economic
contraction, on the other, one of the great objectives is to remove 20 million Mexicans from poverty and
other 5 millions of extreme poverty. In Consultores Internacionales, S.C.® we observe the lack of
articulation of the objectives and programs proposed with the different sectors of society, mainly with the
business and productive.

It stands out that in recent days, labor and educative reforms were approved. The first, in addition to
proposing several changes especially in terms of trade unionism and collective bargaining, had the
underlying objective of fulfilling with the requirements of Washington for the approval of the USMCA. In
the case of education, an educational model with a regional, bilingual, bicultural approach is established
and the guidelines for the teaching career, the promotion of teachers and the rector of the Federation in
the education system are proposed.

Mexico
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Economía: Economic deceleration is expected to continue in 2019 before reversing in 2020. After
2019, growth will begin to accelerate, increasing to 3.9% in 2020, reflecting growth in neighbouring
Argentina and Brazil, since Paraguay has significant dependence on both countries for trade. Given
agriculture's strong influence on the economy via investment, exports and second-round effects on
consumption, major risks to the forecast include harvest failures, logistical difficulties and adverse
climatic factors including drought and flooding. Advancement towards greater economic diversification
is being attempted through a shift towards human capital development that could aid the services
sector, however not in the medium term. In the meantime, Paraguay's reliance on agriculture and agro-
industry will continue to expose the economy to weather and commodity price shocks. We expect
annual inflation to remain within the 2-6% range targeted by the Banco Central del Paraguay and the
guaraní to depreciate moderately in 2019-22 to an average of Gs./USD 6,600 by 2022.

Política: Lacklustre growth and congress fragmentation are weighing down on President Mario Abdo’s
leadership as well as the implementation of his government’s agenda. The president has outlined
employment creation, health, infrastructure, tax reforms and education as the main priorities of his
presidency. However, there has been little to no action taken in any of these areas in his first year of
office. Meanwhile, major changes to tax policy system are unlikely, as Mr Abdo and his spokesmen
have dismissed the introduction of a tax on soy exports or an increase to the current 10% flat income
tax. Instead, Abdo has stated a preference for focusing on widening the tax base and cracking down on
evasion. This month the administration must submit proposals for tax reforms before the Senate,
although we do not expect major tax changes to the system. The president, who has dedicated himself
to weaving alliances within his party in order to secure his position with legislators, will face increased
internal sectarianism reducing his chances of success on major policy reform issues.
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Economy: The growth forecast for 2019 was revised downwards from 3.9% to 3.5% due to several
factors: 1) the downward revision of world growth by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), 2) the
deterioration of the national political panorama , 3) reduction of fishing catch (around 2 million tons
less of anchovy), 4) increase in social conflict affecting the economy (specifically in Las Bambas), and
5) less dynamic domestic demand in the first quarter of the year. Moreover, the bias of a future
revision is negative since there are several negative risks with a high probability of materializing: 1)
falling terms of trade (falling copper and rising oil), 2) global financial instability, 3) worsening of the
political scenario, and 4) poor management of social conflicts. The projection for 2020 remains at
3.9%.

Politics: The weakness of President Martín Vizcarra is the dominant feature in the current political
scenario. Luckily for his government, the opposition has not been able to attack him because his main
leaders are in trouble because Jorge Barata, who ran the Odebrecht company in Peru, has confirmed
that all the former presidents, and some candidates, since 2001, received money from this company.

But this situation of weakness of the president is a risk to the economy. Many agents, taking
advantage of the conjuncture, begin to press for benefits. This is evident in the mining conflict in Las
Bambas. But, unfortunately, it is not the only one. The government has had to face sabotage to
infrastructures, protests of transporters, strong claims for rises in water tariffs, etc. In all cases, the
government responded by favoring the claimants to avoid affecting their popularity. The problem is that
this puts the country in a dangerous vicious circle.
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Economy: Turbulence in the region had a significant effect on the domestic exchange market. The
dollar advanced 2.6% in March and 4.5% in April to reach $ 34.981 at the end of this month. Although
the fundamentals in Uruguay are different from those of the exchange market in Argentina and Brazil,
the financial economic links among the three countries determine that variations as abrupt as the ones
observed have a strong impact. To stop the "soaring" of the market, the Central Bank has played its
part this month of May and has sold USD 242 million - USD 102.5 million in a single day.

Despite the "jump" in the exchange rate in March, the variation in wholesale and retail prices was in
line with the usual seasonal behavior, and the variation accumulated in twelve months stood at 12.7%
yoy and 7.8% yoy, respectively.

Politics: With the upcoming internal elections of political parties this June 30, the dissemination of
surveys and their subsequent questioning according to the opinion of the different political actors -
including the President of the Republic - are the order of the day . One of the polling companies
awarded a voting intention of 30% to the ruling Frente Amplio and 34% to the National Party. Other
pollsters continue giving a greater intention to the left coalition, although less than the sum of all the
opposition parties. What is clear is that in the presidential election on October 27, no candidate will get
more than 50% of the votes, so it will be necessary to resort to a second instance (ballotage) between
the two candidates with the highest votes, which is to take place on November 24.
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Economy: On last April, Venezuelan economy was marked by changes on FX transactions.
Particularly, after two (nearly) new devaluation over official ER, local government authorized
interbanking FX transactions through currency exchange desk. Such measure seems to become,
along with the end of official FX currency actions through DICOM system, the legalization of former FX
sales/purchase private system already operating since 2017, without the local central bank (BCV)
intervention.

During the last weeks, BCV was included on OFAC’s SDN (specially designed nationals) list, affecting
the level of traded FX operations negotiated on DICOM auctions. Moreover, banking reserve policies
were heightened; adding new sanctions to those banks whom not to be able to accomplish minimum
requirements. These measures introduced new tensions over daily interbanking transactions, where it
was reported maximum interest rates (for overnight loans) up to 100.0%, becoming a new historical
maximum register so far.

Politics: During this month, interim president Juan Guaido, led a civil-military movement, aimed to
force a peaceful end of Nicolas Maduro’s government. This act was supported by former political
leader, Leopoldo Lopez, and a group of military officials, including former director for local Intelligence
force (Sebin), Manuel Christofer Figuera. Another civil mobilization occurred during May 1st, as a
protest against current political and economic conduction. Both event did not have the expected
scope, both on military/civil basis.

On the other hand, it was reported the arrest of the National Assembly’s (AN) vice-president Edgar
Zambrano, along with the decision of local legal authority (TSJ) to suppress legislative immunity to
several members of current legislative power (AN). After this fact, President Juan Guaidó ordered to
his US diplomatic members to accelerate the discussion regarding foreign military intervention as a
solution to local political conflict.
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